Activity Sheet

Eavesdropping

Your parents are planning a surprise weekend trip to Switzerland for your family. You are passing by the Kitchen door while they are discussing the destination options at the kitchen table. Listen to the teacher as he/she reads the part of the conversation that you overhear. Answer the following comprehension questions in English.

1. Where does your dad want to go?
2. Why does mom not like that?
3. Where does she suggest that the family go?
4. What attraction does that city have?

Teacher Script:

Father: Fahren wir nach Luzern. Sie ist eine sehr schöne Stadt.
Mother: Ich habe Luzern nicht gern. Es regent zu viel.
Father: Ja, es regent viel dort.
Mother: Fahren wir nach Engelbrecht. Ich libe die Bergen.
Father: Die Bergen, das ist eine gute Idee!